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a) Robin     Wobin       Rrrobin 

 

 

b) Three (= 3)    Tree (= 3) 

 

 

c) Does it matter?  

1) Variation in consonants 
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Problem Cause & seriousness  
1. Word-initial /p/, /t/, /k/ 

often sound like /b/, /d/, /g/, 
respectively. 

 

2. /b/, /d/ and /g/ are often not 
intelligible between vowels, 
and sound more like /v/, /D/ 
and /ƒ / 

 

3. Learners use /z/ for /s/, and 
sometimes use /S/ for /s/ 

 

 

4. /b/ and /v/ are often 
confused. 

 

 

5. Confusion is common 
between words such as 
sheep, cheap, jee p .  

 

 

Lack of aspiration with /p, t, k/ 
A serious problem. 

/b, d, g/ become fricatives in Spanish 
when between vowels or word-final. 
A serious problem. 

Spanish has /s/. English = /s, z, ʃ, ʒ/.  
A serious problem. 

/b/ becomes fricative... /v/ is not Sp. 
A serious problem. 

Spanish only has /tʃ/ as in cheap. 
A serious problem. 

2) Common problems with consonants 
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Problem Cause & seriousness  
6. The Spanish often use a 

sound like the ch in the 
Scottish word loch for the 
English phoneme /h/ 

 

7. Jew and you are often 
confused. 

 

 

8. When a word begins with 
‘s+C’, the Spanish add an /e/ 
before the /s/ 

 

9. Express, instant and 
breakfast are often 
pronounced ‘espres’, ‘istan’ 
and ‘brefas’. 

 

 

/h/ does not exist in Spanish. 
Not a serious problem. 

/dʒ/ does not exist in Spanish. 
A serious problem. 

Transfer from Spanish rules. 
Not a serious problem. 

Simplification of clusters by 
deletion of one element. 
A serious problem. 

2) Common problems with consonants 
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Spanish /t, d/ English /t, d/ 

4) The plosives /t/ and /d/ 
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Tim  Peter  Kate  Dave  Paddy  Sid  
tennis  letter  sport  diary  riding  bad 
teapot  water  robot  door  order  good 
tell  eaten  hat  down  modern  could 

Did he have to do it on Tuesday?  

Did you get a return ticket to town?  

That’s not a good way to go.   

What a good question Tom’s just asked!  



a)  pea     bee           try     dry          coat      goat  

     peach   beach      team   deem    course  gorse 

     pin       bin            tent     dent      corps    gore 
 

c)  peas      bees 

     peach    beach  

     coat       goat 

     try          dry 

     trunk      drunk 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

5) Plosives and aspiration 
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Spanish /t, d/ English /θ, ð/ 

6) Plosives and fricatives 
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a)  dough    though        header    heather          day   they  

     wordy     worthy        dare      there       loading    loathing 

     den     then         breed     breath       dense     thence 
 

c)  they’ll         day’ll 

     breeding     breathing 

     writhing       riding 

     worthy         wordy 

     

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 
✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

6) Plosives and fricatives 
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